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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Here at Robo Educational Toys, we understand the need to ensure
our neurodiverse kids, such as those on the autism spectrum, or
those with ADHD, are properly washing their hands. It has become
doubly important ever since the pandemic hit, as washing hands
became a life-or-death, rather than clean-or-germ, issue. Schools
everywhere have been cautiously reopening, and are following strict
guidelines in light of the spreading Delta variant.

No matter who is in your school,
our product Time Timer WASH,
a hand washing assistant, was
designed to be understood by
kids of all ages and across a
wide variety of neurological
backgrounds. 

Kids with OCD will experience
the relief of having a pre-set,
step-by-step instruction for
hand washing that will allow
them to focus on the hand
washing itself, without
overdoing it.

Similarly, kids who experience anxiety will be pleased to know that
the instructions they are following are in line with CDC hand washing
rules, and that performing the actions will ensure that they are
practicing good hygiene and will prevent themselves and others from
spreading the disease. 
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Germaphobia can often co-exist with autism or ADHD. Those who
experience this phobia will feel reassured that their classmates will
be following the CDC’s recommended rules, which will provide a big
relief from their germ-related fears that have likely become
exacerbated since the onset of COVID. Additionally, they don’t even
need to touch the WASH to start it—the timer starts simply by
holding a hand in front of it.

Children who struggle with time
perception will benefit
enormously from the Time
Timer WASH. As a Time Timer
user and a mom of a child with
Autism told us, “The Time Timer
WASH has been such a breath
of fresh air for our house. I
don’t have to wonder if he is
washing his hands because
when I hear the fun song, I
know he is washing them.” 
 

Read More on How Time Timer Can
Be a Tool to Help Manage OCD,

Germaphobia, and Anxiety
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Children with ADHD are well known to struggle with tracking time in
either the short term or long term, and without guidance from WASH,
some may feel as though thirty seconds has passed when they’re
only ten seconds in. With a visual reminder that they still have
another twenty seconds to go, there’s a stronger chance that they’ll
successfully practice good hand hygiene. 

No matter a child’s level of cognitive ability or skill level, students will
be able to successfully wash their hands and stay germ-free with the
WASH. 

Want to make sure every student in your school is practicing good
hygiene? Put the Time Timer WASH in your school bathrooms, and
see the results. They can sit on a sink, be stuck via a suction cup to a
wall, or be hung on the wall. Whatever your preference, be sure to
click the link below for more info:

Apply for a free sample of the Time Timer WASH
now that you're back in the classroom:  

Want to see how it works first-hand? We are offering a limited
number of free samples of the Time Timer WASH. There is no

Learn More About the Time Timer WASH
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obligation or commitment. Simply fill out the form below with your
information and we will ship your free sample, no strings attached.

Interested in learning more about the 
Time Timer WASH? 

 
Let us know your primary early learning supply partners and
someone from our team will reach out to help you determine options
for cost-effectively equipping your schools with the new Time Timer
WASH.
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